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Abstract

Aim of this paper, the new notions of introduceδ-open sets in ideal
nano topological spaces and investigate some of their properties. A
comparison between these types of ideal nano continuity will be dis-
cussed. Finally, we introduce application examples in ideal nano
topological spaces.
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1 Introduction

An ideal I (16) on a space(X, τ ) is a non-empty collection of subsets ofX
which satisfies the following conditions.
1. A ∈ I andB ⊂ A imply B ∈ I and
2. A ∈ I andB ∈ I imply A ∪B ∈ I.

Given a space(X, τ ) with an idealI onX if ℘(X) is the set of all subsets of
X, a set operator(.)? : ℘(X) → ℘(X), called a local function ofA with respect
to τ andI is defined as follows: forA ⊂ X, A?(I, τ ) = {x ∈ X : U ∩ A /∈ I
for everyU ∈ τ(x)} whereτ(x) = {U ∈ τ : x ∈ U} (2). The closure operator
defined bycl?(A) = A ∪ A?(I, τ ) (15) is a Kuratowski closure operator which
generates a topologyτ ?(I, τ ) called the?-topology which is finer thenτ . We
will simply write A? for A?(I, τ ) andτ ? for τ ?(I, τ ). If I is an ideal onX, then
(X, τ, I) is called an ideal topological space or an ideal space.

Rajasekaran and Nethaji, introduced pre-nI-open sets andα-nI-open sets in
the concept of ideal nano topological spaces.

In this paper, we introduce the notions ofδ-open sets in ideal nano topologi-
cal spaces and investigate some of their properties. A comparison between these
types of ideal nano continuity will be discussed. Finally, we introduce application
examples in ideal nano topological spaces.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. (9) Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe
and R be an equivalence relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation.
Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are said to be indiscernible
with one another. The pair (U, R) is said to be the approximation space. Let
X ⊆ U .

1. The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which
can be for certain classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted byLR(X).
That is,LR(X) =

⋃
x∈U{R(x) : R(x) ⊆ X}, where R(x) denotes the equiva-

lence class determined by x.
2. The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which

can be possibly classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted byUR(X).
That is,UR(X) =

⋃
x∈U{R(x) : R(x) ∩X 6= φ}.

3. The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can
be classified neither as X nor as not - X with respect to R and it is denoted by
BR(X). That is,BR(X) = UR(X)− LR(X).
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Definition 2.2. (3) Let U be the universe, R be an equivalence relation on U and
τR(X) = {U, φ, LR(X), UR(X), BR(X)} whereX ⊆ U . Then R(X) satisfies the
following axioms:

1. U andφ ∈ τR(X),
2. The union of the elements of any sub collection ofτR(X) is in τR(X),
3. The intersection of the elements of any finite subcollection ofτR(X) is in
τR(X).

ThusτR(X) is a topology onU called the nano topology with respect to X
and(U, τR(X)) is called the nano topological space. The elements ofτR(X) are
called nano-open sets (briefly n-open sets). The complement of an-open set is
calledn-closed.

In the rest of the paper, we denote a nano topological space by(U,N ), where
N = τR(X). The nano-interior and nano-closure of a subsetO ofU are denoted
by In(O) andCn(O), respectively.

A nano topological space(U,N ) with an idealI on U is called (6) an ideal
nano topological space and is denoted by(U,N , I). Gn(x) = {Gn |x ∈ Gn, Gn ∈
N}, denotes (6) the family of nano open sets containingx.

In future an ideal nano topological spaces(U,N , I) is referred as a space.

Definition 2.3. (6) Let (U,N , I) be a space with an idealI onU . Let (.)?n be a
set operator from℘(U) to ℘(U) (℘(U) is the set of all subsets ofU ).

For a subsetO ⊆ U , O?n(I,N ) = {x ∈ U : Gn ∩ O /∈ I, for every
Gn ∈ Gn(x)} is called the nano local function (briefly, n-local function) of A
with respect toI andN . We will simply writeO?n for O?n(I,N ).

Theorem 2.1. (6) Let(U,N , I) be a space andO andB be subsets ofU . Then

1. O ⊆ B ⇒ O?n ⊆ B
?
n,

2. O?n = Cn(O
?
n) ⊆ Cn(O) (O?n is an-closed subset ofCn(O)),

3. (O?n)
?
n ⊆ O

?
n,

4. (O ∪B)?n = O
?
n ∪B

?
n,

5. V ∈ N ⇒ V ∩O?n = V ∩ (V ∩O)
?
n ⊆ (V ∩O)

?
n,

6. J ∈ I ⇒ (O ∪ J)?n = O
?
n = (O − J)

?
n.

Theorem 2.2. (6) Let (U,N , I) be a space with an idealI andO ⊆ O?n, then
O?n = Cn(O

?
n) = Cn(O).

Definition 2.4. (8) A subset A of a space(U,N , I) is n?-dense in itself (resp.
n?-perfect andn?-closed) ifO ⊆ O?n (resp.O = O?n,O

?
n ⊆ O).

The complement of an?-closed set is said to ben?-open.
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Definition 2.5. (5) A subsetO of U in a nano topological space(U,N ) is called
nano-codense (brieflyn-codense) ifU −O is n-dense.

Theorem 2.3. (6) Let (U,N , I) be an ideal nano space. Then isI is n-codense
⇐⇒ O ⊆ O? for everyn-open setO.

Definition 2.6. (6) Let (U,N , I) be a space. The set operatorC?n called a nano
?-closure is defined byC?n(O) = O ∪O

?
n for O ⊆ U .

It can be easily observed thatC?n(O) ⊆ Cn(O).

Theorem 2.4. (7) In a space(U,N , I), if O andB are subsets ofU , then the
following results are true for the set operatorn-cl?.

1. O ⊆ C?n(O),
2. C?n(φ) = φ andC?n(U) = U ,
3. IfO ⊂ B, thenC?n(O) ⊆ C

?
n(B),

4. C?n(O) ∪ C
?
n(B) = C

?
n(O ∪B).

5. C?n(C
?
n(O)) = C

?
n(O).

Definition 2.7. A subsetO of a nano space(U,N ), is called a

1. nano pre-open (resp.np-open) set (3) ifO ⊆ In(Cn(O)).
2. nano semi-open (resp.ns-open) set (3) ifO ⊆ Cn(In(O)).
3. nanoε-open (resp.nε-open) set (13) ifIn(Cn(O)) ⊆ Cn(In(O)).
4. nano nowhere dense (resp.n-nowhere dense) (4)ifIn(Cn(O)) = φ.

Definition 2.8. A subsetO of an ideal nano space(U,N , I), is called a

1. nano pre-I-open (resp.pre-nI-open) (10) ifO ⊆ In(C?n(O)).
2. nano semi-I-open (resp. semi-nI-open) (10) ifO ⊆ C?n(In(O)).
3. nanoα-I-open (resp.α-nI-open) (10) ifO ⊆ In(C?n(In(O))).
4. strongly nanoβ-I-open (resp.Sβ-nI-open) (11) ifO ⊆ C?n((In(C

?
n(O))).

Theorem 2.5. (10) In a nano space(U,N , I), if O is α-nI-open, thenO is semi-
nI-open.

Definition 2.9. (1) A functionf : (U,N , I) −→ (V,N ′) is said to be

1. α-nI-continuous iff−1(H) is α-nI-open set in(U,N , I) for everyn-open set
H in (V,N ′).

2. pre-nI-continuous iff−1(H) is pre-nI-open set in(U,N , I) for everyn-open
setH in (V,N ′).

3. semi-nI-continuous iff−1(H) is semi-nI-open set in(U,N , I) for everyn-open
setH in (V,N ′).
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3 On δ-open sets in ideal nano space

Definition 3.1. A subsetO of an ideal nano space(U,N , I), is called a nano
Iδ-open (resp.nIδ-open) set ifIn(C?n(O)) ⊆ C

?
n(In(O)).

Example 3.1. Let U = {A1, A2, A3, A4} with U/R = {{A2}, {A4}, {A1, A3}}
andX = {A3, A4}.
Then the nano topologyN = {φ, {A4}, {A1, A3}, {A1, A3, A4}, U} and
I = {φ, {A3}}. Clear that{φ, {A2}, {A3}, {A4}, {A1, A3}, {A2, A3}, {A2, A4},
{A1, A2, A3}, {A1, A3, A4}, U} is nIδ-open.

Proposition 3.1. Let (U,N , I) be an ideal nano space. Then a subset ofU is
semi-nI-open⇐⇒ if it is bothnIδ-open andSβ-nI-open.

Proof.
Necessity. Let O be a semi-nI-open, then we haveO ⊆ C?n(In(O)) ⊆

C?n(In(C
?
n(O))). This show thatO is Sβ-nI-open.

Moreover,In(C?n(O)) ⊆ C
?
n(O) ⊆ C

?
n(C

?
n(In(O))) = C

?
n(In(O)). Therefore

O is nIδ-open.
Sufficiency.LetO benIδ-open andSβ-nI-open, then we haveIn(C?n(O)) ⊆

C?n(In(O)). Thus we obtain thatC?n(In(C
?
n(O))) ⊆ C

?
n(C

?
n(In(O))) = C

?
n(In(O)).

SinceO is Sβ-nI-open, we haveO ⊆ C?n(In(C
?
n(O))) ⊆ C

?
n(In(O)) andO ⊆

C?n(In(O)). HenceO is semi-nI-open.

Proposition 3.2. Let (U,N , I) be an ideal nano space. Then a subset ofU is
α-nI-open⇐⇒ if it is bothnIδ-open and pre-nI-open.

Proof.
Necessity. LetO be aα-nI-open, since everyα-nI-open set is semi-nI-open

(10), by Proposition 3.1O is anIδ-open set. Now we prove thatO ⊆ In(C?n(O)).
SinceO is α-nI-open set, we haveO ⊆ In(C?n(In(O))) ⊆ In(C

?
n(O)). HenceO

is a pre-nI-open set.
Sufficiency.LetO be anIδ-open and pre-nI-open. Then we haveIn(C?n(O)) ⊆

C?n(In(O)) and henceIn(C?n(O)) ⊆ In(C
?
n(In(O))). SinceO is pre-nI-open, we

haveO ⊆ In(C?n(O)). Therefore we obtain thatO ⊆ In(C?n(In(O))) and hence
O ia α-nI-open.

Remark 3.1. In (U,N , I) ideal nano space.

1. Sβ-nI-open andnIδ-open are independent.
2. pre-nI-open andnIδ-open are independent.

Example 3.2. In Example 3.1,
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1. the set{A1} is Sβ-nI-open set but notnIδ-open.
2. the set{A2} is notSβ-nI-open butnIδ-open.
3. the set{A1, A4} is pre-nI-open but notnIδ-open.
4. the set{A2, A3} is not pre-nI-open butnIδ-open.

Proposition 3.3. LetO, P be subsets of an ideal nano space(U,N , I). If O ⊆
P ⊆ C?n(O) and O isnIδ-open, thenP is nIδ-open.

Proof.
Suppose thatO ⊆ P ⊆ C?n(O) andO is nIδ-open. Then, sinceO is nIδ-open,

we haveIn(C?n(O)) ⊆ C
?
n(In(O)). Since,O ⊆ P , C?n(In(O)) ⊆ C

?
n(I(P )) and

In(C
?
n(O)) ⊆ C

?
n(In(P )). SinceP ⊆ C?n(O), we haveC?n(P ) ⊆ C

?
n(C

?
n(O)) =

C?n(O) andIn(C?n(P )) ⊆ In(C
?
n(O)). Therefore, we obtain thatIn(C?n(P )) ⊆

C?n(In(P )). This show thatP is anIδ-open.

Proposition 3.4. letO, P andQ be subsets of an ideal nano space(U,N , I). If
O is nIδ-open, thenO = P ∪ Q, whereP is α-nI-open,In(C?n(Q)) = φ and
P ∩Q = φ.

Proof.
Suppose thatO is nIδ-open. Then we haveIn(C?n(O)) ⊆ C

?
n(In(O)) and

In(C
?
n(O)) ⊆ In(C

?
n(InO))).

Now we haveO =
(
In(C

?
n(O)) ∩ O

)
∪
(
O − In(C?n(O))

)
. Now, we set

P = In(C
?
n(O)) ∩O andQ = O − In(C?n(O)).

We first show thatP is α-nI-open, that is,P ⊆ In(C?n(In(P )). Now we have
In(C

?
n(In(P )) = In(C

?
n(In(In(C

?
n(O)) ∩ O))) = In(C

?
n(In(C

?
n(O)) ∩ In(O))) =

In(C
?
n(In(O))). SinceO isnIδ-open,In(C?n(In(O))) ⊇ In(C

?
n(O)) ⊇ P and thus

P is α-nI-open.
Next we show thatIn(C?n(Q)) = φ. SinceN ⊆ N ?,C?n(K) ⊆ Cn(K) for any

subsetK ofU . Therefore, we haveIn(C?n(Q)) = In(C
?
n(O∩(U−In(C

?
n(O))))) ⊆

In(C
?
n(O))∩In(C

?
n(U−In(C

?
n(O)))) ⊆ In(C

?
n(O))∩In(Cn(U−In(C

?
n(O)))) ⊆

In(C
?
n(O)) ∩ (U − In(C

?
n(O))) = φ.

It is obvious thatP ∩Q = (In(C?n(O)) ∩O) ∩ (O − In(C
?
n(O))) = φ.

Remark 3.2. In an ideal nano space(U,N , I), nε-open andnIδ-open sets are
independent.

Example 3.3. In Example 3.1,

1. the set{A1, A2} is nε-open but notnIδ-open.
2. the set{A3} is notnε-open butnIδ-open.
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Proposition 3.5. Let (U,N , I) be an ideal nano space andO ⊆ U . If O is both
nIδ-open andns-closed, thenO is anε-open.

Proof.
SinceO is ns-closed,In(Cn(O)) ⊆ O and henceIn(Cn(O)) = In(O). Thus,

In(Cn(O)) ⊆ In(O) ⊆ In(C?n(O)) ⊆ C
?
n(In(O)) = In(O)∪(In(O))

?
n. (In(O))

?
n ⊆

Cn(In(O)) and hence we obtainIn(Cn(O)) ⊆ Cn(In(O)). This show thatO is
nε-open.

Proposition 3.6. Let (U,N , I) be an ideal nano space. LetI = {φ} or I = H,
whereH is the ideal ofn-nowhere dense. Then a subsetO ofU isnIδ-open⇐⇒
O is anε-open.

Proof.

1. Let I = {φ}. Then for every subsetO of U , O?n = Cn(O) andC?n(O) =
O ∪O?n = O ∪ Cn(O) = Cn(O). Therefore, the statement holds obviously.

2. LetI = H, we haveO?n = Cn(In(Cn(O))).
First, letO be anε-open. ThenIn(Cn(O)) ⊆ Cn(In(O)) andIn(C?n(O)) =
In(O

?
n∪O) ⊆ In(Cn(O)∪O) = In(Cn(O)) ⊆ Cn(In(O)) = Cn(In(Cn(In(O)))) =

(In(O))
?
n ⊆ C

?
n(In(O)).

Therefore,O isnIδ-open set. Next, letO be anIδ-open set. ThenIn(C?n(O)) ⊆
C?n(In(O)). We haveIn(Cn(O)) = In(Cn(In(Cn(O)))) = In(O?n) ⊆ In(O

?
n ∪

O) = In(C
?
n(O)) ⊆ C

?
n(In(O)) = (In(O))

?
n ∪ In(O) = Cn(In(Cn(In(O))))∪

In(O) = Cn(In(O)). Therefore,nε-open.

4 On semi-δ-nI-continuous

Definition 4.1. A functionf : (U,N , I) −→ (V,N ′) is called a

1. semi-δ-nI-continuous if everyH ∈ N ′, f−1(H) ∈ nIδ-open.
2. strongβ-nI-continuous (resp.Sβ-nI-continuous) if everyH ∈ N ′, f−1(H) ∈
Sβ-nI-open.

Theorem 4.1.For a functionf : (U,N , I) −→ (V,N ′), the following properties
are equivalent.

1. f is semi-nI-continuous.
2. f is Sβ-nI-continuous and semi-δ-nI-continuous.

Proof.
The proof is obvious by Proposition3.1.
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Theorem 4.2.For a functionf : (U,N , I) −→ (V,N ′), the following properties
are equivalent.

1. f is α-nI-continuous.
2. f is pre-nI-continuous and semi-nI-continuous.
3. f is pre-nI-continuous and semi-δ-nI-continuous.

Proof.
The proof is obvious by Proposition 3.1 and Proposition3.2.

5 Conclusion

Because of the spaces is stripped of the geometric form and its is used to mea-
sure thing that are difficult to measure, such as intelligence, beauty and goodness.
In this paper, different type of ideal nano continuity and ideal nano closed sets are
introduced and studied. Also, we introduce an applications example in ideal nano
topology. Some applications on them are given in some real life branches such as
medicine and physics.
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